School-centred Creative Learning Programmes
KS1 and 2

Gallery @ Half Moon – Exhibitions 2017-2018
Throughout the 2017/18 academic year we are offering primary schools the chance to come along to a free
workshop in the Gallery working with our artist facilitators and one of the exhibiting artists. Children will
create their own artwork and understand the techniques and styles utilised by the artists.
Gallery @ Half Moon schools workshop programme is generously supported by The Finnis Scott Foundation

*Free CPD: Drama and Art in the Primary Classroom, Friday 13 th October 2017: 9.15am-3.15pm*
This course explores dramatic techniques to enhance children’s imaginative responses to visual
artwork for literacy. Focusing on storytelling and the teaching of literacy (developing characters;
narrative structure; story extensions), the course uses the Gallery at Half Moon as its stimulus.

The Exhibitions
Sept – Dec 2017 The Society of Children’s Book
Writers and Illustrators (UK): Pictures at Play
This exhibition will feature a stunning range of sequential
illustrations of recent work from some of the UK’s leading
children media creatives and book illustrators including work
aimed at babies through to graphic style work for teenagers.
Workshop Dates: Monday 27th, Tuesday 28th and Wednesday 29th November 2017 (9.30-10.45am,
11am-12.15pm and 1.30-2.45pm each day)

Jan – Mar 2018 Jane Smith: Lines, Shapes and Places
This exhibition is a striking collection of sketchbooks, linocuts and stylised
graphics informed by the work of architecture, advertising and everyday
street scenes.
Workshop Dates: Thursday 15th, Thursday 22nd and Friday 23rd March 2018
(9.30-10.45am, 11am-12.15pm and 1.30-2.45pm each day)

Apr – Jul 2018

Georgie Fay: Halfway

Home
This exhibition is a collection of photographs and prints exploring the notion
of home, and the everyday journeys we make which are often taken for
granted. These observations of place and space are made in response to the
current migrant crisis.
Workshop Dates: Tuesday 5th, Wednesday 6th and Thursday 7th June 2018 (9.3010.45am, 11am-12.15pm and 1.30-2.45pm each day)

For bookings or further details, please contact:
Androulla / androulla@halfmoon.org.uk / 020 7709 8908
Half Moon, 43 Whitehorse Road, E1 0ND
www.halfmoon.org.uk

